Abstract. NLCertify is a software package for handling formal certification of nonlinear inequalities involving transcendental multivariate functions. The tool exploits sparse semialgebraic optimization techniques with approximation methods for transcendental functions, as well as formal features. Given a box and a transcendental multivariate function as input, NLCertify provides OCaml libraries that produce nonnegativity certificates for the function over the box, which can be ultimately proved correct inside the Coq proof assistant.
Introduction
A variety of tools for solving nonlinear systems are being adapted for the field of formal reasoning. One way to import the technology available inside an informal tool is the skeptical approach: the tool yields a form of certificate which can be verified on the formal side, i.e. inside a theoretical prover such as Coq [7] . A recent illustration [4] is the integration of the computational features of SAT/SMT solvers in Coq. The NLCertify 1 tool has informal nonlinear optimization features and enables formal verification in a skeptical way. An ambitious application is to automatically verify real numbers inequalities occurring by thousands in Thomas Hales' proof of Kepler's conjecture [8] . In the present article, nonlinear functions include polynomials, semialgebraic functions obtained by composition of polynomials with some basic operations (including the square root, sup, inf, +, ×, −, /, etc.) and composition of semialgebraic functions with transcendental functions (arctan, cos, exp, etc.) or basic operations.
Polynomial inequalities over a finite set of polynomial constraints can be certified using a hierarchy of sums of squares (SOS) relaxations [10] . Several variants of these relaxations are implemented in some MATLAB toolboxes: GloptiPoly 3 [9] solves the Generalized Problem of Moments while Sparse-POP takes sparsity into account [16] , YALMIP [12] is a high-level parser for nonlinear optimization problems and has a built-in module for SOS calculations. These toolboxes rely on external SOS solvers for solving the relaxations (e.g. Sdpa [17] ) . However, the validity of the bounds obtained with these numerical tools can be compromise, due to the rounding error of the SOS solver. The tool 2 mentioned in [13] allows to handle some degenerate situations. For a more general class of problems (when the functions are not restricted to polynomials), one can combine SOS software with frameworks that approximate transcendental functions. Sollya [6] returns safe tight bounds for the approximation error obtained when computing minimax estimators of nonlinear univariate functions.
On the formal side, recent efforts have been done to verify nonlinear inequalities with theorem provers. A tool 3 in Hol-light combines formal interval arithmetic computation and quadratic Taylor approximation [15] . The features of the MetiTarski [1] theorem prover include continued fractions expansions of univariate transcendental functions such as log, arctan, etc. PVS incorporates nonlinear optimization libraries relying on Bernstein polynomial approximation [14] . The interval 4 tactic can assert the validity of interval enclosures of nonlinear functions over a finite set of box constraints inside Coq. The micromega tactic returns emptiness certificates for basic semialgebraic sets [5] .
One specific challenge of the field of formal nonlinear optimization is to develop adaptive techniques to produce certificates with a reduced complexity. NLCertify provides efficient informal libraries by implementing the nonlinear maxplus method [2] , which combines sparse SOS relaxations with maxplus quadratic approximation. In addition, the tool offers a secure certification framework for the bounds obtained with these semialgebraic relaxations [3] . These various features are placed in a unified framework extending to about 15000 lines of OCaml code and 3600 lines of Coq code. The NLCertify package can solve successfully non-trivial inequalities from the Flyspeck project (essentially tight inequalities, involving both semialgebraic and transcendental expressions of 6 to 12 variables) as well as significant global optimization benchmarks. The running tests for the verification of polynomial inequalities (Section 2) and transcendental inequalities (Section 3) are performed on Intel Core i5 CPU (2.40 GHz)
5 .
Certified Polynomial Optimization
One particular problem among certification of nonlinear problems is to verify the inequality ∀x ∈ K, f pop (x) ≥ 0, where f pop is an n-variate positive polynomial, K := {x ∈ R n : g 1 (x) ≥ 0, . . . , g m (x) ≥ 0} is a semialgebraic set obtained with polynomials g 1 , . . . , g m . One way to convexify this polynomial optimization problem is to find sums of squares of polynomials σ 0 , σ 1 , . . . , σ m satisfying
, for a fixed positive integer k (called the relaxation order). When k increases, one obtains progressively stronger relaxations. In this way, it is always possible to certify the inequality ∀x ∈ K, f pop (x) ≥ 0 for a sufficiently large order (under certain assumptions [10] ). These relaxations are implemented in NLCertify and numerically solved with the SOS solver Sdpa. The tool performs a rational extraction from the SOS solver output with the Lacaml 6 library. Then the corresponding remainder ǫ pop (the difference between the objective polynomial f pop and the SOS representation) can be bounded on a box which contains K. More details can be found in [3] .
% ./ n l c e r t i f y caprasse Proving that -x1 * x3 * x3 * x3 + 4 * x1 * x3 * x4 * x4 + 4 * x1 * x3 + 4 * x2 * x3 * x3 * x4 + 2 * x2 * x4 * x4 * x4 -10 * x2 * x4 + 4 * x3 * x3 -10 * x4 * x4 + 5. 
SOS n u m e r i c a l c o m p u t a t i o n in 0.045087 secs Proving non -n e g a t i v i t y inside Coq
= true : bool Finished t r a n s a c t i o n in 1. secs ( 0 . Here, the caprasse inequality is formally proved in less than 1 second which is 8 times faster than the verification procedure in Hol-light with the framework described in [15] and 10 times faster than the tool based on Bernstein approximation in PVS [14] .
Certificates for Nonlinear Transcendental Inequalities
Now, we consider a more general goal ∀x ∈ K, f (x) ≥ 0, where f is an nvariate transcendental function and K ⊂ R n is a box. NLCertify implements the nonlinear maxplus method [2] , which can be summarized as follows. The tool builds first the abstract syntax tree t of f (see Figure 1 for an illustration). The leaves of t are semialgebraic functions. The other nodes can be either univariate transcendental functions or basic operations. NLCertify approximates t with means of semialgebraic estimators and provides lower and upper bounds of t over K. When t represents a polynomial, the tool computes lower and upper bounds of t using a hierarchy of sparse SOS relaxations, as outlined in Section 2. The extension to the semialgebraic case is straightforward through the implementation of the Lasserre-Putinar lifting-strategy [11] . The user can choose to approximate transcendental functions with maxplus estimators as well as best uniform (or minimax) polynomials. The maxplus method derives lower (resp. upper) estimators using concave maxima (resp. convex infima) of quadratic forms (see Figure 2 for an example). Alternatively, univariate minimax polynomials are provided with an interface to the Sollya environment, in which the Remez iterative algorithm is implemented. In this way, NLCertify computes certified global estimators from approximations of primitive functions by induction over the syntax tree t.
Example 2 (from LEMMA 9922699028 Flyspeck 7 ). Let define the polynomial 2 . Here we display and comment the output of NLCertify 8 for the inequality ∀x ∈ K, l(x) + arctan(r(x)) ≥ 0. The total (informal) computation time is about 20 seconds. 
Conclusion
NLCertify aims at combining the safety of the Coq proof assistant with the efficiency of informal optimization algorithms, based on low degree maxplus estimators and sparse semialgebraic relaxations. This could allow to derive safe solutions for challenging problems that require to certify both approximation of transcendental functions and bounds for polynomial programs such as impulsive Rendezvous problems. Further developments on the formal side include the integration of a new reflexive tactic inside the Coq standard library. Adding faster arithmetic for the polynomial coefficients ring would speedup the computation of the SOS checker. The current features could also be extended to handle noncommutative SOS certificates as well as discrete combinatorial optimization.
